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Abstract 
A thorough understanding of the processing and properties of native oxides is essential for 
designing semiconductor devices. This is no less true for nanomaterials than it is for legacy 
semiconductors such as silicon, for which control and understanding of the native oxide was a 
seminal achievement of 20th century materials science. Layered transition metal dichalcogenides 
nominally have inert, fully-passivated surfaces, but it is well-known that this is an 
oversimplification and that many TMDs oxidize readily. Here we report on experiments and 
simulations that reveal the rate and mechanism of oxidation of MoS2 and ZrSxSe2-x alloys in 
laboratory conditions. We find that MoS2 surfaces are indeed stable, with no oxidation for up to a 
year exposure. In contrast, ZrSxSe2-x alloys oxidize spontaneously and the oxide growth is not self-
limited. Oxidation proceeds by Zr-O bond switching that collapses the van der Waals gaps, and is 
facilitated by progressive redox transitions of the chalcogen. In contrast, the MoS2 surface remains 
inert due to energetically-unfavorable oxygen adsorption. Our results provide quantitative and 
conceptual guidance for designing and processing semiconductor devices based on MoS2 and 
ZrSxSe2-x, and identify the atomistic-scale mechanisms of bonding and phase transformations in 
layered materials with competing anions. 
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Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are of widespread current interest for fundamental 
studies and technological applications, from nanoscale tribology to quantum computing. As 
interest grows for applications in microelectronics, photonics, and optoelectronics, so too does the 
importance of developing predictive materials processing methods.1–6 One of the most critical 
issues for any functional material is the formation and properties of the native oxide. The history 
of silicon microelectronics illustrates the importance of understanding and controlling native 
oxides.7 Examples can also be easily found for lesser-developed semiconductors, including 
chalcogenides.8–10 The stability of TMDs has been studied in ambient conditions and various harsh 
and oxidizing environments.11 Oxidation has been observed to initiate at defects, and may be 
facilitated by organic absorbates.8,10,12 It is also known that monolayers are less stable than few-
layer and bulk crystals, that stability against oxidation in air increases as the chalcogen element 
changes from Te, to Se, to S, and that TMDs including group 4 transition metals are particularly 
unstable in air.8,13,14 The kinetics  of oxide formation in ambient conditions will be important for 
device processing and technology development.9  
Here we report on the rate of native oxidation in ambient conditions of freshly-cleaved surfaces 
of bulk single crystals of ZrSxSe2-x alloys and MoS2; in Fig. 1 we present photographs of several 
of the crystals studied, and a schematic of the experimental procedure. We find that the Zr-based 
materials oxidize readily, with the rate increasing with Se content in the alloy. Meanwhile, MoS2 
seems to oxidize not at all in air on a laboratory time scale. We use first principles-validated 
reactive molecular dynamics (RMD) simulations to elucidate the atomistic mechanism of 
oxidation. We find that oxygen moves readily into the ZrS2 crystal lattice by a mechanism of Zr-
O bond switching, and that the rate-limiting steps for native oxidation are the formation and out-
diffusion of SO2. In contrast, we find that surface oxidation is kinetically-limited in MoS2 due to a 
large O2 dissociative adsorption barrier, even though chemisorbed oxygen is thermodynamically 
stable.15  
 
Results and Discussion 
In Fig. 2 we present the imaginary component of the effective dielectric constant (𝜀!eff) measured 
on select ZrSxSe2-x alloys as a function of time after cleaving, measured by spectroscopic 
ellipsometry (SE). SE can measure oxide formation with sub-nm and single-monolayer resolution. 
SE measures the complex reflectance ratio ρ = $!
$"
= tanΨ𝑒%&; 𝑟' and 𝑟( are the amplitude Fresnel 
reflection coefficients for p- and s-polarized light, respectively, and ρ is parameterized by the 
ellipsometry amplitude tanΨ  and angle Δ . The effective dielectric constant is determined by 
calculating the complex dielectric constant (𝜀eff) by direct inversion of SE data, ρ and the angle of 
incidence (Φ): 𝜀eff = sin!(Φ) 01 + tan!(Φ) 3)*+
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4!5. This analysis is accurate only for a uniform, 
semi-infinite sample with an intimate and smooth sample-air interface, hence the qualifier 
“effective”. The time-dependence of the data in Fig. 2 is a straightforward clue that the actual 
sample structure is more complicated, and is changing in time as the sample is exposed to air. 
Comparing the results for ZrSe2 (Fig. 2a) to the results for ZrS2 (Fig. 2c), we see that the sulfide 
is more air-stable. The peaks in the 𝜀!eff spectra derive from the lowest-lying direct, allowed optical 
transitions and excitons (Χ-, Χ. , Χ/), which blue-shift with sulfur content across the ZrSxSe2-x 
series, as we report in detail elsewhere.16 
In Fig. 3 we show SE time-series data recorded after cleaving a fresh surface of MoS2. In contrast 
to the results for ZrSxSe2-x, the results for MoS2 show no apparent change, even after many days of 
exposure. This suggests that a pristine MoS2 surface does not spontaneously oxidize in air on 
laboratory time scales. Below we analyze and rule out an alternative explanation, that an ultra-thin 
and kinetically-stable native oxide forms rapidly upon air exposure, undetected by our SE 
measurements. 
If freshly-cleaved MoS2 does maintain a pristine surface in air, then the sample measured by SE 
is well-modeled as a semi-infinite sample with an intimate and smooth air interface. In this case, 
the effective dielectric constant is an accurate estimate of the optical properties of the material. In 
Fig. 3a we show the complex dielectric constant (𝜀) − 𝑖𝜀!), and in Fig. 3b we show the complex 
refractive index (𝑛 − 𝑖𝑘). The optical transitions characteristic of MoS2 excitons A (≈ 1.8	eV), B 
(≈ 2.1	eV), C (≈ 2.7 eV) and D (≈ 3.1 eV) are clearly observed in the loss spectra (𝜀! and 𝑘). We 
note the small loss coefficient, 𝑘 < 0.05, for photon energy near and below the indirect band gap 
of 1.29 eV. This value is lower than our previously-reported value of 𝑘 ≈ 0.2 , which we 
determined from SE measurements on geological crystals from the same batch but without 
cleaving.5 This illustrates the sensitivity of SE to surface conditions, including roughness. The 
value of the loss coefficient that we measure here is comparable to what we measure on waveguide-
integrated synthetic MoS2 thin films ( 𝑘 ≈ 0.04 − 0.1 , unpublished), and approaches our 
theoretical predictions for ideal, bulk MoS2 (𝑘 ≈ 0.01 − 0.02).4,5 These value bode well for 
refractive, low-loss applications of MoS2 in integrated photonics.  
To estimate oxide thickness from our SE data we turn to modeling. We model our samples as a 
semi-infinite substrate capped by a thin oxide film. We assume that the oxide is a dielectric with 
refractive index spectra equal to that of bulk ZrO2 (using reference data) or thin film MoO3.17 
Modeling the SE data in this way is sensitive to oxide thickness down to ≈ 2	Å; below this 
thickness, the model cannot accurately fit the data. 2	Å is comparable to a Mo-O bond length, and 
therefore it is not accurate to discuss such thin films of MoO3. Such modeling results might 
represent physical effects such as incomplete oxide coverage, or the chemisorption of oxygen 
atoms. For further detail on the procedures for modeling and fitting SE data, please see the 
Supporting Information (SI). 
In Fig. 4a-b we plot the time-dependence of the growth of native oxide on ZrSxSe2-x and MoS2. 
The oxidation of Se-rich ZrSxSe2-x starts immediately after cleaving and the oxide grows 
approximately logarithmically in time, showing no sign of stopping within the 160 min observation 
window. S-rich samples oxidize more slowly; for ZrS2 the oxidation process appears to stop above 
≈ 1 nm of oxide thickness. The logarithmic growth of oxide on ZrSe2 suggests a diffusion-limited 
process, growing as the square-root of time (√𝑡). Without further study, we cannot know what 
species are diffusing across the oxide layer, nor can we know the exact composition of the forming 
oxide, which is likely a zirconium oxy-sulfide instead of pure ZrO2.5 These atomistic details are 
revealed by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, described below. 
We find that MoS2 barely oxidizes in air after cleaving, if at all. Our SE modeling and data 
analysis is consistent with an oxide thickness of ≈ 1	Å forming within 5 hrs after cleaving, and 
remaining stable after 6 days on air exposure, as we show in Fig. 4b. However, this result is below 
the experimental sensitivity, and therefore our data is also consistent with a stable and pristine 
MoS2 surface. To distinguish between these two scenarios – incipient oxidation, or a stable and 
pristine MoS2 surface – we turn to XPS. As we show in Fig. 4c, the O 1s spectrum shows no 
detectable Mo-O bonding (530.2 eV for MoO3), and the S 2p spectrum shows no S-O bonding 
(167 eV for SO2), indicating that the MoS2 surface is not oxidized. These XPS results were 
obtained from a geological MoS2 crystal that was mechanically cleaved and then exposed to 
ambient conditions for a year. Both SE and XPS show that the surface of MoS2 is stable and non-
reactive in typical laboratory conditions. Similarly, Mirabelli et al. found that freshly-cleaved 
MoS2 shows no signs of degradation in air, as measured by atomic force microscopy.13 Although 
MoS2 oxidation in air is thermodynamically favorable, stability in ambient conditions has been 
explained by the slow kinetics of oxygen absorption and dissociation.15 Oxidation is accelerated at 
active sites such as vacancies, grain boundaries, and edges.10,18,19   
To understand the rapid oxidation of Zr-based TMDs compared to MoS2, we perform RMD 
simulations of the oxidation of MoS2 and ZrS2 slabs (details below in Methods; further details can 
be found in the SI). We simulate oxidation in an oxygen partial pressure of 1.16 kbar and at 800 
K, to accelerate the process; as a result, the timescales of oxidation observed in simulation are not 
expected to match those observed in experiment. In Figs. 5a-b we show the initial simulation setup 
(at time t = 0 ns) and the final snapshot (t = 2.5 ns) for MoS2 oxidation. The simulation box is 
periodic in the 〈100〉  and 〈010〉  directions (i.e., in-plane). We employ a similar setup for 
simulating ZrS2 oxidation, as shown in Fig. 5c-d. 
Figs. 5a-d show that ZrS2 oxidizes extensively compared to MoS2. To quantify the extent of 
oxidation, we show in Figs. 5e-f the total numbers of M-S, M-O, O-O, and S-O bonds (M = Mo 
or Zr). The increase in Mo-O with oxidation time is negligible compared to the rapid increase of 
Zr-O bonds. Concurrently, we observe a notable decrease in O-O bonds in the ZrS2 simulation, 
suggesting scission of O-O bonds followed by formation of Zr-O bonds. The bond counting data 
in Fig. 5f suggest that ZrS2 oxidation progresses in two stages. During the first 0.1 ns, the number 
of Zr-O bonds rises rapidly, followed by much slower increase at longer times. The rapid initial 
reaction may be explained by energetically-favored O2 adsorption on the ZrS2 surface.20 The rapid 
increase in the number of Zr-O bonds is not accompanied by a similarly rapid decrease in the 
number of Zr-S bonds, as we discuss below. The subsequent, slower process of Zr-O bond 
formation represents the growth of an amorphous oxy-sulfide that largely eliminates the vdW gaps. 
In contrast, we observe almost no decrease of O-O bonds in the MoS2 simulation. This suggests 
that MoS2 remains mostly inert and stable in the simulated environment.  
We analyze the process of ZrS2 oxidation in detail by considering atomic trajectories. We find 
that oxidation proceeds in six steps: (1) adsorption of O2 molecules on the ZrS2 surface; (2) 
dissociation of O2 on ZrS2 surface, and formation of Zr-O bonds; (3) Zr pushed into vdW gaps 
between TMD layers, due to formation of new Zr-O bonds; (4) formation of inter-layer Zr-S and 
Zr-O bonds, resulting in breakdown of the layered crystal structure; (5) oxygen transport laterally 
within and vertically between layers by a mechanism of Zr-O bond switching; (6) formation and 
out-diffusion of SO2. In Fig. 6a-b we show the cross-section and top-down view of the simulation 
at t = 2 ps, illustrating steps 1-2. We indicate O2 adsorption sites with black rectangles. We find 
that the adsorption of O2 on the ZrS2 basal surface is energetically-favorable, with adsorption 
energy Eads = -0.006 eV per O2 molecule, which we calculate by density function theory (DFT) 
simulations of a ZrS2 surface-O2 molecule system.  In contrast, we find no stable, relaxed energetic 
minimum for a MoS2 surface-O2 molecule system, indicating that the adsorption energy is positive. 
Constrained MD simulations paint a similar picture, that O2 adsorption is favorable on ZrS2 but 
unfavorable on MoS2 (see Fig. S3). After rapid adsorption of O2, we observe O-O bond breaking 
and the formation of Zr-O bonds. We also observe 2- and 3-coordinated oxygen atoms on the ZrS2 
surface after O-O bond breakage, corresponding to 2-coordinated bridge oxygen, and 3-
coordinated oxygen that are seeds for zirconia growth. A similar process was proposed for the 
oxidation of monolayer ZrS2.21 
Following the initial formation of Zr-O bonds, Zr moves from the top layer into the interlayer 
region. The protrusion of Zr atoms results in the collapse of the vdW gap between ZrS2 layers by 
the formation of new, interlayer Zr-S and Zr-O bonds, resulting in amorphous, non-layered 
material. This is illustrated by a simulation view at t = 2.5 ns, presented in Fig. 6c-d. The close-up 
in Fig. 6d highlights the inter-layer Zr atoms and bonds. The expansion of these disordered regions 
into the vdW gaps provides pathways for oxygen transport further into the ZrS2 crystal. We find 
that oxygen transport proceeds by a process of Zr-O bond switching, illustrated step-by-step in 
Fig. 6e, in which Zr and O atoms are numbered and S atoms are omitted for clarity. The 
coordination of oxygen atom O1 first changes from 3 to 2 by the breakage of the Zr1-O1 bond. 
The subsequent creation of a new Zr4-O1 bond restores the 3-fold coordination. A similar process 
continues when the Zr2-O1 bond is broken and a new Zr5-O1 bond is formed. Oxygen thus 
traverses the system by successive breaking and forming Zr-O bonds. This bond-switching 
mechanism for oxygen transport is akin to Grotthuss mechanism which plays essential roles in 
various processes in oxides.22–24 It is notable that the process of Zr-O bond switching and oxygen 
transport is not correlated with a decrease in the number of Zr-S bonds. This suggests that S atoms 
act as spectators during these initial steps of Zr-O bond formation, amorphization, and oxygen 
transport, and that charge neutrality is maintained by successive redox transitions at the S sites. 
The intermediate phase is therefore a zirconium oxy-sulfide, with mixed-valence sulfur ions. The 
thermodynamic end-products of ZrS2 oxidation are ZrO2 and SO2; therefore, the oxidation state of 
sulfur goes from S2- to S4+. It is interesting that the oxidation of sulfur is mediated initially through 
the Zr site. These processes are also observed in first-principles QMD simulations (Figs. S4 and 
S5), thus validating these atomistic mechanisms of ZrS2 oxidation.  
The last step in the oxidation of ZrS2 is the formation and out-diffusion of SO2. Our simulation 
at 800 K does not extend for long enough time to observe this process. Simulations performed at 
a much higher temperature of 1500 K do observe the formation and out-diffusion of SO2 molecules 
(Fig. S6). We also observe that oxidation is accelerated by the presence of a grain boundary, 
although the key atomic mechanisms remain similar to the case of a pristine ZrS2 slab. 
 
Conclusions 
We find experimentally that the exposed basal surfaces of ZrSxSe2-x oxidize spontaneously in 
ambient conditions and on time scales relevant for device processing, and that Se-rich 
compositions are more unstable than S-rich compositions. Combined with previous reports of 
oxidation of ZrTe2, these results illustrate a trend of increasing stability on moving from Te-, to 
Se-, to S-based TMDs.25 MD simulations reveal that oxidation of ZrS2 proceeds by rapid O2 
adsorption and bond scission, followed by oxygen transport into the crystal via a mechanism of 
Zr-O bond switching, and the collapse of vdW gaps resulting in an intermediate, amorphous oxy-
sulfide.  In contrast, we find that the basal surface of MoS2 is stable in air and does not form an 
oxide on laboratory time scales (e.g. several weeks of continuous exposure). Our results are limited 
to the basal plane of single crystals, and to ambient laboratory conditions. It will be interesting to 
study the oxidation of thin films produced by various methods, especially including wafer-scale 
processes that will be essential for device fabrication.4 It will also be interesting to study the 
oxidation of TMDs in different conditions, such as may be experienced during wafer processing 
and device fabrication. This is especially pertinent if native oxides are discovered to have 
beneficial passivating or functional properties, as they do for legacy semiconductors.  
 
Methods 
Experimental Methods We study bulk crystals of ZrSxSe2-x alloys and MoS2. ZrSxSe2-x crystals 
spanning the full composition range from ZrS2 (x = 0) to ZrS2 (x = 2) are obtained by chemical 
vapor transport synthesis in sealed quartz ampoules using high-purity sulfur and selenium powders 
mixed with zirconium lump pieces. Iodine was employed as a transport agent at a concentration of 
5 mg/cm3 to facilitate the growth of cm-scale flakes. The chalcogenide source molar stoichiometry 
was varied to control the alloy composition. The ZrSxSe2-x binary system is isomorphic and forms 
a full solid solution in the 1T structure (space group: P3Km1 #164).26 We study naturally-occurring 
MoS2 crystals (2H structure, space group: P60 /mmc #194) received from the Smithsonian 
Institution (catalog number NMNH B3306). In Fig. 1a we show photographs of several of the 
crystals studied. 
We use adhesive tape (3M, Scotch) to create newly-exposed and oxide-free surfaces by 
mechanical cleaving. We affix the freshly-cleaved crystals on the tape to a glass slide for 
inspection. We then use SE to monitor the native oxidation process as a function of time, from 
minutes to days. The entire process, from mechanical cleaving to SE measurements, is performed 
in typical laboratory ambient conditions: temperature ~ 20 ℃, and relative humidity ~ 50%. 
SE is a powerful method for semiconductor and dielectric thin film metrology, and is proven for 
characterizing the native oxide of silicon.27 Our previous study on sulfur-based TMDs found that 
SE is also sensitive to the native oxides in these materials, and therefore can be used to monitor 
oxide formation.5 We perform SE measurements using a UV-NIR Vase ellipsometer from J. A. 
Woollam in the photon energy range 1.25 to 6.5 eV (wavelength range 992 to 190 nm). However, 
we only report results between 1.25 and 5 eV, due to large depolarization outside of this range. 
This ellipsometer uses an automatic rotating analyzer and an auto-retarder. We use focusing optics 
to generate a measurement spot approximately 300 𝜇𝑚  in diameter, and we perform all 
measurements on mirror-smooth surfaces. We carry out all measurements at a fixed angle-of-
incidence of 70°. TMDs are highly anisotropic, but also have very large ordinary refractive indices 
- they are optically very dense for light propagating perpendicular to the basal plane. As a result, 
incident light is refracted strongly downward inside the crystals, and our SE measurements are 
sensitive only to the ordinary refractive index.5 Our samples are opaque over the photon energy 
range used in this study, and therefore our data are not affected by scatter from the back surface, 
which would require special care in analysis.6 
We complement our SE experiments with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
measurements of an atmosphere-exposed MoS2 surface. A geological MoS2 crystal from SPI 
Supplies is mechanically cleaved and kept in a sample container. After a year in atmosphere, XPS 
spectra of the MoS2 surface are obtained using a monochromated Al Kα X-ray source (1486.7 eV) 
at 300 W and a Scienta Omicron R3000 analyzer at a pass energy of 50 eV. The ultra-high vacuum 
system for XPS characterization used in this work is described elsewhere.28 
Theory and simulation methods We perform RMD simulations based on the ReaxFF reactive 
force field to study the oxidation of ZrS2 and MoS2 slabs.29,30A ReaxFF parameter set for Mo/O/S 
interactions in the MoS2 oxidation was taken from Hong et al.31 Another ReaxFF parameter set for 
Zr/O interactions was successfully developed by van Duin et al.32 We then merged these two 
parameter sets into a single force field. We further developed this force field for Zr/O/S interactions 
by comparing with quantum mechanical (QM) calculations. Our newly-developed Mo/Zr/O/S 
force field can be found in the SI. The SI also includes the validation of the Mo/Zr/O/S force field 
against QM data sets and QMD simulations. We perform RMD simulations in the canonical (NVT) 
ensemble, where the temperature is controlled by a Nose-Hoover thermostat, with a temperature-
damping constant of 100 fs.33,34 We numerically integrate the equations of motion with a time step 
of 1 fs. The lateral dimensions of the MoS2 simulation cell are 46.83 × 40.36 Å2, and the simulated 
system contains 4 monolayers of MoS2 stacked vertically. Similarly, the lateral dimensions of the 
ZrS2 simulation cell are 53.52 × 46.35 Å2, and the simulation cell contains 4 monolayers of ZrS2. 
The two outer layers are exposed to O2 gas. We apply periodic boundary conditions in the lateral 
directions. Each simulation contains 768 metal atoms (Mo or Zr) and 1536 S atoms, to which we 
add 2000 O2 molecules.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: (a) Photographs of select TMD bulk crystals used in this study; ruler gradation = 1 mm. 
(b) Illustration of tape-time processing for oxidation rate measurements, shown for 1T-ZrS2. SE 
measurements are performed on the newly-exposed basal plane as it oxidizes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Imaginary part of the effective dielectric constant (𝜀!eff) measured by SE, as a function 
of time in ambient conditions after exposing a fresh surface, for three compositions: (a) ZrSe2, (b) 
ZrS1.14Se0.86, (c) ZrS2. The insets show the SE amplitude (∆, units: degrees) for the same data series. 
The color bar at the bottom indicates the exposure time after cleaving. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Complex dielectric constant (a) and refractive index (b) of MoS2 determined by SE 
measurements on a freshly-cleaved surface. The color series indicates the time elapsed between 
cleaving the surface and taking the SE data. The spectra recorded at times between 6 and 8,498 
min overlap and are barely distinguishable. This time-invariance suggests that the freshly-exposed 
MoS2 surface is stable in air on laboratory time scales.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Rate of native oxide formation on freshly-cleaved ZrSxSe2-x and MoS2. (a) Oxide 
thickness vs. exposure time for ZrSxSe2-x alloys; from blue to light green, x=0, x=0.3, x=0.6, 
x=1.14, x=1.51, x=2. The error bars represent systematic errors in the model and nonlinear 
regression procedure: 10% error in the oxide surface roughness, and 5% error in the regression 
starting parameters. (b) Plot of oxide thickness vs. exposure time for MoS2. The model-based data 
analysis infers an oxide thickness that is below the experimental resolution of ≈ 2 Å, which is 
indicated by the grey region. (c) XPS O-1s peak and (inset) Mo-3d peak and S-2p peak for a MoS2 
crystal stored in laboratory ambient conditions for a year after cleaving. No oxygen signal is 
detected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: RMD simulations of MoS2 and ZrS2 oxidation. Snapshots of (a-b) MoS2 oxidation and 
(c-d) ZrS2 oxidation at time t = 0 and 2.5 ns, respectively. Spheres represent individual atoms: blue 
(Mo), green (Zr), yellow (S) and red (O). Time evolution of corresponding bond count for (e) MoS2 
and (f) ZrS2 oxidation.   
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 6: Atomistic mechanisms of ZrS2 oxidation.  Cross section (a) and top-down (b) views at 
t = 2 ps, showing O2 adsorption and Zr-O bond formation that involves both 2- and 3-fold 
coordinated oxygen atoms (enclosed by black rectangles). Cross section (c) and close-up (d) view 
at t = 2.5 ns, showing the formation of an amorphous matrix and the closing of the vdW gaps; S 
atoms are not shown in (d) for clarity. (e) Oxygen transport mechanism of Zr-O bond switching, 
including oxygen switching between 2- and 3-fold coordination: (i-ii) breakage of Zr1-O1 bond 
and decrease in coordination number (3à2); (ii-iii) formation of Zr4-O1 bond and increase in 
coordination number (2à3); (iii-iv) breakage of Zr2-O1 bond and reduced coordination number 
(3à2); (iv-5) formation of Zr5-O1 bond and coordination number recovery (2à3). 
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